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Sharp drops on Tuesday and Wednesday were produced by unexpected lower earnings for Digital 

Equipment_an<!,A~e~c'!!1_,!,_e.l~php'l.e"-_.T.be",,<!e"J!!.l~.,,,c>n ~h"e"N.xS_E~l'Ll's s_~y:!!!;!'_, _ bJ!,t ~ven _gre!,~er in the....,... _-"",.J,,d 
Over-The-Counter market. As we reported at some length last week, a ·large portion 'of the market's 
recent weakness has taken place in that sector. While the Dow is only about 2% below new highs, 
reached just two weeks ago, the NASDAQ Industrial Index peaked on June 24 at 408.4 and closed, 
Wednesday at 327.8, an almost 20% drop, reaching full-scale bear market proportions. It is interesting 
to try to place this decline into longer-term perspective, which we attempt to do in the chart below. 
The two upper lines are the Dow and the NASDAQ Index, and the lower line is the ratio of the two 
which, of course, moves upward when OTC issues are outperforming the Dow and vice-versa. 
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OTC stocks first diverged from the NYSE market in 1976. While listed stocks went through a 
full-scale bear market ending in Spring, 1978, OTC issues trended irregularly upward, producing a 
sharp rising relative-strength line. Furthermore, in the 1978-1980 basing stage, they continued to move 
ahead with violent but short corrections in 1978 and 1980. They then joined in the final stage of the 
1978-1981 bull market. Thus, when one looks at the OTC-DJIA ratio,it shows an almost unbroken bull 
market running from the mid-1970's through April, 1981, at which point the OTC Index joined in the 
Dow's decline. The spectacular advance from August, 1982 to June, 1983 brought the ratio to new peaks.' 

As the chart shows, another out-of-gear phase has set in. Since mid-summer, the Dow has 
trended sideways, and OTC stocks have collapsed. Herewith a few thoughts on the nature and perman-
ence of that collapse. '~' . 

Measured by that ratio; the decline is already greater than 'either the 1978 or 1980 drops and is - .. 
approaching the magnitude of the multiphase 1982-1983 decline. The relative line ·haS already returned 
to its peak-1981 levels. On May I, 1981, the Dow was at 995 and the OTC Index 271. The purChaser 
of the Dow therefore, has a greater profit today. That 1981 peak seems a logical stopping place, if only 
temporary, for the recent OTC bloodbath. It will be the nature of any subsequent rally that will provide 
an important clue as to the persistence of relative OTC weakness. A rally which topped out shortly, 
within a month or so, would be evidence of the start of a long decline, which might carry as far as the 
1983 low on a relative basis. It is this possibility, that recent OTC deterioration may be long-term, 
which led us, last week, to recommend an emphasis on quality in stock selection. 
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Dow-Jones Industrials (12:00 p.m.) 
S & P Composite (12:00 p.m.) 
Cumulative Index (10/20/83) 

1252.64 
167.08 
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